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Marketing Hacks: 

A step-by-step guide 
on how to get a Free
Premium Marketing
Toolset for your business

To start, register your free account

at www.cheersconnect.com 

You will get 3 months of access

to the campaign manager and

automation tools

Set a plan for your marketing

campaign for the first 3 months

How to continue using

marketing tools after 3 months 

Other tools that will help you in

marketing your business

GET FULL ACCESS

SET A PLAN

AFTER  3 MONTHS

BONUS TOOLSCHEERS CONNECT



REGISTER1
To start, register your free account

at www.cheersconnect.com 

Once you've created an account, you'll have access to a one-of-a-kind simple yet advanced
dashboard interface where you can track all of your marketing progress and easily access all

marketing features.
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As the first step before launching your marketing campaign, go to the CRM section and upload
your contact list, which should include email addresses.

You now have complete access to all marketing resources. Let's begin by making a plan for the
next three months.

You will get 3 months of access

to the campaign manager and

automation tools

GET FULL ACCESS



Go to the campaign manager to create a new campaign for your business. Add a mailing list to
your campaign using your contact list's email address. You can also use automated messages in

your campaign and include online forms in landing pages.

3
Set a plan for your marketing

campaign for the first 3 months
SET A PLAN
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After three months, you will still have access to all features except the automation section, but
don't worry, here's how you can continue to use cheers connect for your business because you

still have the ability to send 300 messages per month with access to message templates and
tags. These features can still be used as part of small business campaigns, which are ideal for

startups and small business owners.

How to continue using

marketing tools after 3 months 
AFTER  3 MONTHS
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Cheers Connect provides a variety of FREE advanced marketing tools that are typically only
available as a paid service elsewhere; you will have lifetime access to the following: 

Cheers Advanced Video Recorder, Cheers Messages, Cheers Virtual Library (cloud storage),
snippets, tags, and templates are all available.

Explore these features to maximize the effectiveness of your marketing strategy.

Other tools that will help you in

marketing your business
BONUS TOOLS



DO YOU KNOW!?

Once the first three months have passed, you can contact Cheers Connect team; they would be
delighted to hear from you, and there is a strong possibility that they will give you a 30% to 50%

discount on your first-year subscription!
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